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Introduction



Introduction
● Trying to decide what to eat can sometimes be 

challenging and time-consuming for people.
● Google Maps and Yelp are two main applications of 

the web that provide lists of restaurants.
● One’s taste at a certain time does not always depend 

on the reviews of a restaurant
● Google Maps and Yelp apps still offer the traditional 

way of typing keywords, and the apps show the list of 
potential matches.



Introduction
Issues:

● Google Maps and Yelp do not really learn 
about a user’s taste.

● Lack of simplicity with regard to 
functionality.



Proposed Solution

● Use AI models to learn the user's dining pattern 
over time to help make restaurant suggestions.

● Create friendly UI app with simplicity to change 
the way of how data is presented to user. 

Goal:  to reduce time when it comes to food 
decision making process.



Related Work
● Several papers discuss improvements to Yelp’s 

recommendation systems using neural networks and 
machine learning algorithms.

● These models are static and would only provide the same 
output if given the same input of restaurants because they 
are trained on Yelp data.

● Not much work found in terms of how the restaurant data is 
presented to the user.

● They indicated that machine learning methods can be useful 
for recommendation systems.



Related Work
● Youtube’s recommendation 

system paper (2016):
○ It has two layers
○ Candidate Generation filters 

the options that are irrelevant 
for an average user

○ Ranking ranks the options that 
are filtered by the the first layer 
for a specific user



Related Work
● UI was designed following 

Tinder’s format:
○ Tinder is a dating app 

which has gained lots 
of traction and has 
become a success 
due to its simplicity

○ Options are presented 
as a deck of cards



Preliminaries



Technology Stack
● React Native

○ Javascript
○ Multi-platform (iOS & Android)
○ Strong community support with lots of plugins

● MongoDB
○ NoSQL, flexible schema
○ JSON objects
○ mLab

● NodeJS
○ Javascript
○ RESTful
○ Amazon Web Services



Technology Stack



AI Technology
● Tensorflow

○ Common neural network 
framework

● Keras
○ Neural network library
○ Different implementations 

of commonly used NNs
● Flask

○ Web framework for 
Python



Implementation



App Design 

● Swiping left or right to 
show like or dislike

● When finalizing the 
decision, the app should 
show name and address 
of the restaurant



Implementation
● RESTful API with each component structure as follows:

○ Router
○ Controller
○ Service
○ Object
○ Model

● Data collection with Google and Yelp APIs



Implementation



Implementation



App Design 
● Challenges:

○ Yelp query limit
○ Only 3 images/restaurant from Yelp
○ Duplicate restaurants from both Yelp and Google
○ Large amount of queries made to Yelp and Google APIs -> 

surpass the free tiers
● Solutions:

○ Switch all of the queries to Google except initial query
○ Map restaurants using location to avoid duplicates
○ Create a cache system to avoid repetitive queries



External Services for API
● Food decisions rely on some other factors, not just the 

restaurants themselves.
● Three extra types of information:

○ Temperature
○ Travel time
○ Busy hours



Front-end Implementation
● Authentication 

(Unique ID for each 
user)

● React Native Deck 
Swiper

● React Native Image 
Viewer



Filtering and Processing Data for AI Training
● Filtering data:

○ Yelp’s challenge dataset
○ 12 Gigabytes (business, user, review, photo data)
○ Not all businesses are restaurants
○ Filtered by categories, attributes

● Processing data:
○ Tensorflow can’t train string typed data
○ Converted data to integer and float type using a mapping 

system
● 1,418,418 reviews with ratings, 32,516 restaurants, 191,904 

users and 69 restaurant categories for ~3 Gigabytes of data
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Filtering and Processing Data for AI Training



Training Static AI Model
● Matrix Factorization as a baseline model
● Using business, user IDs and ratings



Training Static AI Model
● Improvements on baseline 

model
● Replaced Dot Layer by three 

fully connected layers: 128, 
64, 1 with two Dropout 
Layers with dropout rate 0.2

● Dataset was sparse
● Some restaurants have one 

rating
● Some users only rates once
● Optimal architecture at this 

point given training time 
trade-off



Training Reinforcement Learning Model

How to prepare data when each action recorded from 
the app is an object? (LSTM)

● Unfolded each object into a string of field
● Unlike video games when feedback is learned 

immediately from each action -> training stack is 20 
actions

● Used Label Encoding and One Hot Encoding

 



Training Reinforcement Learning Model

● A day value = 0 -> 6 for Mon -> Sun
● 69 restaurant categories = 0 -> 68



Training Reinforcement Learning Model
● One action string was converted into:

[0, 4, 11, 16, 20, 51, 1, 0, 0, 0]

 



   Experiments



App Experiment
● Five testers is sufficient as a 

study’s result from Nielsen 

Norman Group

● The formula only holds for 

comparable users who will be 

using the app in fairly similar ways

● A/B testing

● Great influence from Tinder

● “Dislike” and “Like” were confusing

 



App Experiment

 



AI Experiment

● Used an average user from Yelp’s dataset

● First layer filtered the low rated restaurants

● At first, the testers did not notice the difference from 

the reinforcement learning model (accuracy only 70%)

● As more data came in, the accuracy gradually went up

● Model learned some restaurants that users had 

disliked to push down to the stack

 



AI Experiment

 



AI Experiment



Conclusion



Conclusion

● The simplicity of the app reduced the time taken to search for 

restaurants.

○ Typing keywords and searching take ~10 minutes

○ After loading a deck of restaurants, only take few seconds to swipe 

(3-5 minutes) 

● With more data and time, reinforcement learning can really enhance 

the recommendation systems

○ Accuracy increased from 70% -> 80% from 500 records -> 1800 

records

 



Future Work
● Other AI architectures can be experimented

○ More layers, other type of neural networks (DFF, 

RNN,etc.)

○ Other types of data

● Group functionality can be derived from individual’s 

preferences

○ When forming suggestions for a group, different lists 

of suggestions for individuals can be combined.
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Demo
“A demo is worth a thousand pictures”



Thank You!


